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SCM aims to satisfy customer demands by using:  
• Resources 
• Distribution capacity  
• Inventory   
• Labor 
 
Various phases of Supply Chain:  
• Sourcing  
• Procurement  
• Storage of raw materials  
• Production planning 
• Scheduling 
• Forward logistics  
• Reverse logistics   
• Warehousing  



Supply chain management involves optimizing 
the operations / resources to maximize both 
speed and efficiency. 
 
Speed is important because customers value fast 
service.  
 
Increasing speed, however, can cause costs to 
skyrocket, so maximizing efficiency is important. 
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What are a few key challenges in Supply Chain? 

• Changing customer expectations with Increased focus 
on user experience, transparency and omni-channel 
support 

• Increased costs 

• Lack of end-to-end supply chain visibility to manage 
risks 

• Dependence on manual labour for day-to-day 
activities 

• Data overload - decision making is time consuming 



Benefits of Technology in Supply Chain Management 
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Always start with a problem! 



What is Machine learning?  

The goal of ML is to allow machines to learn from data so 
that they can give accurate output. 



ARTIFICIAL  INTELLIGENCE 



Augmentation: AI, which assists humans with 
their day-to-day tasks, without having complete 
control of the output. Goal is to reduce human 
errors. 
 
Examples: Virtual Assistant, Data analysis, 
software solutions 

Automation: AI, which works completely 
autonomously in any field without the need for 
any human intervention. 
 
Examples: Robots performing key process steps 
in manufacturing plants 
 

Artificial Intelligence is an intelligence displayed by machines, in which, learning and action-based 
capabilities mimic autonomy rather than process-oriented intelligence. 



SCM is very data heavy. The 
applications of AI are wide.  

 

Key applications of AI with 
proven ROI 

 



CHAT BOTS 

AI based computer program that simulates human conversations. 

 

Bots interpret and process the user requests and give prompt 
relevant answers.  



CHAT BOTS 

Customer service: According to Accenture, 80% of all 
customer engagements can be handled by bots.  

• Available 24*7 

• Help reduce wait times and improve customer satisfaction 

• Easy to scale 

• A recent example of personalized customer experience is 
DHL’s partnership with Amazon. By activating DHL Parcel 
“skill” via the Alexa app, DHL customers can ask Alexa to 
connect with Amazon Echo or Echo Dot smart speakers and 
confirm their parcels’ status. In the event of any issues 
arising during the interaction, Echo users can directly 
contact DHL for assistance by its customer-support team. 

 



CHAT BOTS 

Procurement:  

• Set and send actions to suppliers regarding governance and 
compliance materials   

• Place purchasing requests 

• Research and answer internal questions regarding procurement 
functionalities or a supplier/supplier set 

• Receiving/filing/documentation of invoices and payments/order 
requests  



ML 
in  
Supply 
Chain 
Planning  

▸ Benefit 1:   

 Better forecasting of 
inventory, demand and 
supply.  

 Recent development - using 
the Point of Sale data for 
better accuracy  

 

▸ Benefit 2 :  

 Predictive and intelligent 
supplier Selection and 
Supplier Relationship 
Management (SRM). 
Example inputs: SRM 
actions, such as supplier 
assessments, audits, and 
credit scoring 



TMS for Cost Savings and Improved SLs 
ML enables a TMS to better handle competing objectives and discover non-obvious 
impacts on performance 

Saving costs by predicting price by activity and 
specifically routes (taking vendor quality, 
seasonality, TAT requirements and other 
inputs) 

Improved service levels by predicting likely delays by shippers, lanes 
and by optimizing routes.  
 
More accurate estimated time of arrival (ETA) for shipments with 
real-time visibility solutions to learn more about constraints (such as 
capacity, regulations, and hours of service)  



 ML has Vast Applications in Warehouse Operations  

 Better prediction of task completion times  
 

 Better control on order processing times based on internal conditions and on congestion and resource 
demands increase or decrease. 
 

 Automated guided vehicles (AGVs): With incremental improvements in AI and navigation technologies, 
AGVs can enable automated material handling across traditional manufacturing boundaries by moving 
between buildings. 
 



Internet of Things 

The Internet of Things, or “IoT” : Connecting “things” to internet and enabling communication 
between them. Eg. Smartphone – listen to songs 
All connected things can be put into 3 buckets: 

Things that collect information and then send it. Eg. Sensors 
Things that receive information and then act on it. Eg. Printers 
Things that do both. Sensors + AI 

 



Real-time location-tracking for better ETA 
prediction and for improving service levels Storage condition monitoring  

Locate goods in the warehouse 
Transparency  : The Internet of Things improves the efficiency of 
communication between all parties involved in the logistics cycle 



Connecting Systems Through APIs  

What are APIs? 
 

API is the acronym for Application Programming Interface, which is a software intermediary that allows 
two applications to talk to each other.  
 
 
 
 



Connecting Systems Through APIs  

Most companies work with multiple vendors across multiple activities. Automating the collection of 
information from each of the  vendors is key for supply chain visibility and transparency 
 
The possibilities are endless. Few examples: 
 
• By means of automated updates, all goods are tracked: from pickup to delivery to the end customer.  
• Delays get reported immediately, even before the customer asks.  
• Each step gets documented. 
• Automate the batch-creation of shipping labels, compare rates across carriers, track packages, send 

notification emails, add insurance, address verification, and the list goes on. 



Example 
Application 



Other Technologies that are 
yet to prove their ROI 



Block Chain is an internet-based 
technology that is prized for its ability to 
publicly validate, record, and distribute 
transactions in immutable, encrypted 
ledgers. 
 
Potential applications :  

•   Traceability 
•   Easy payments 
•   Fraud detection 

Block Chain 



Autonomous Vehicles and Drones 



Amazon, Google, Apple, 
Tesla are just few of the 
companies that are betting 
on the technology 

Potential benefits: 
 Cost savings  
 Solution to drivers 

shortage 



SMART WARE HOUSE 
MANAGEMENT 



Receiving: Operations that involve the assignment of trucks to 
docks, the scheduling and execution of unloading activities. 
 
Storing: Material’s movement from unloading area to its 
designated place in inventory. 

Order Picking & Packing : Process of 
collecting and packing the right amount of 
the right products for a set of customer 
orders.  

Shipping: The right order is sorted, moved to the right shipping 
dock, loaded and is dispatched to the right customer. 
 
Delivery: The transit time for transportation from the warehouse 
to the customer. 



Challenges Faced in Warehouses 

 Managing Warehouse Space/Layout – Efficient use of space is a critical success factor in warehousing 
 Inaccurate Inventory – Inaccurate inventory causes problems such as maintaining improper stock 

levels and build-ups of obsolete inventory 
  Redundant Processes – While necessary in some instances, such redundant procedures are time-

consuming and increase the cost of labour 
 Handling Product Damages – In warehousing operations, whenever items are broken, it becomes 

expensive 
 Inaccurate Purchase Orders – It is critical that invoices match what is received on purchase orders 



A Smart Warehouse is the culmination of warehouse 
automation (in other words, automating various components 
of your warehousing operations) 





A centralized system where different warehouse management tasks are managed 

through an interface on a desktop/ tablet. Used to control and track the transfer and 

storage of materials in a warehouse.  

WMS :  

Typical functions of WMS : 
 Receiving goods 
 Tracking inventory 
 Slotting for Efficiency 
 Labour visibility 
 Picking and Shipping 
 Customer service 
 Tracking and Visibility 
 Reporting 

Benefits of using WMS : 
 Reduced Operating Expenses 
 Enhanced Inventory Visibility 
 Just-in-Time Inventory 
 Continuous Improvement 
 Enhanced Security 
 Inbound and Outbound Optimization 
 More Efficient Labour Management 
 Improved Employee Morale 

    



API Integrations 

API is the acronym for Application Programming Interface, which is a software intermediary that allows two 
applications to talk to each other.  

Benefits of APIs in WMS: 

Through an API-led approach to integration, the benefits are huge 
from reduction in operational expenses, to improved supplier and 
customer relationships: 

 Increased inventory accuracy 

 Increased order fulfilment capacity, accuracy and speed 

 Increased inventory turns 

 Better allocation of resources 

 Reduced overstocking and shortages of inventory 

 Increased ability to adjust to seasonal fluctuations 

 Improved ability to meet customer-specific requirements 



AGVs - what are they? 

 Automated guided vehicles are used for tasks that would typically be handled by forklifts, 
conveyor systems or manual carts, moving large volumes of material in a repetitive manner. 

 AGVs are self-propelled vehicles with movement guided by software and sensors. Most AGVs 
move along defined pathways, but as mentioned 

Automated Guided Carts Mobile Robots Towing AGV ForkLift AGV 



Applications 
of AGV 

▸ INCREASE 
EFFICIENCY AND 
PRODUCTIVITY 

▸ CONSISTENT 
COSTS 

▸ FLEXIBILITY 



Applications 
of AGV 

▸ LESS SPACE REQUIRED ▸ IMPROVED SAFETY 





Automated storage and Retrieval systems 
(AS/RS) are computer- and robot-aided 
systems that can retrieve items or store them 
in specific locations. The system is usually 
comprised of predefined locations where 
machines can follow established routes to get 
items. 

AS / RS - WHAT ARE THEY? 



AS / AR ▸ Unit-load AS/RS is used for large 
loads such as handling full 
pallets or cases of items. Unit-
load AS/RS handle the big jobs 
that may require moving 
objects or pallets that weigh a 
few thousand pounds. 

▸ Mini-load AS/RS, such as case-
handling or tote-stacking 
systems, are smaller cranes or 
robots that handle lightweight 
loads such as trays or cartons. 



Pros : 
 Reduced Labour Costs 
 Fewer Labour Constraints 
 Increased Safety 
 Increased Accuracy, Productivity, 

Efficiency 
 Can be Modular 
 Better Use of Space 

Cons : 
 High Initial Investment 
 Maintenance 
 Not Suitable for Highly-Variable 

Operations 
 Can Require Technical Skill and 

Retraining 

AS / RS 





WAREHOUSE MOBILITY SERVICES - TRADITIONAL  

Mobile Printers 

Handheld Mobile Computers 

Vehicle Mounted Devices 



Wearable Devices  
 Wearables refers to devices that are connected to an internet source and allow workers to perform supply 

chain tasks without the need of taking up space or additional resources, asserts Supply Chain 24/7.  

 Essentially, wearables are the “new type of tablet on the wrist, face, head, or other body part. 

WEARABLE COMPUTERS:  
Wearable computers leave two hands available for 
picking stock, making life simpler for warehouse 
staff. 

SMART GLASSES :  
AR and VR with smart glasses are the most radical 
additions to warehouses. They provide advanced 
efficiency in navigation, labelling, picking, etc. 



Considerations Before You Invest 

 Know and trace your entire process 

 Identify gaps and pain points 

 Define and align on goal for automation (e.g. cost saving, reduce a particular process time) 

 Improve existing processes and data  

 Start small with highest impact areas and be willing to scale 

 Prepare for a learning curve and define trainings for the ramp up 

 Define ROI measurement process and set up KPIs to monitor impact on timely basis 



Smart Distribution / 
Multi-Route planning 



Distribution:  
Movement of goods from supplier/ manufacturer to POS 



Indian Logistics Industry – Broad Overview 

 

Source: Edelweiss Research 



SCM - Segments 



An 
effective logisti
cs strategy, 
must create 
high degree 
logistics impact 
on the 
customers' 
operations and 
the service 
providers’ 
operations, as 
well. 
 



Factors Impacting SCM 



“Getting the 
right product to 
the right place, 
in the right 
quantity, at the 
right time, in 
the best 
condition, and 
at an 
acceptable 
cost”     





FREIGHT MOVEMENT 
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Freight Network Strategies 



Route Optimization is the method of using Artificial 
Intelligence technology to figure out the shortest 
and most efficient route to all your stops and 
destinations. Few of the factors considered 
 
 Real-Time Traffic Consideration 
 Historical Data Inspection 
 Product type 
 Vehicle type 
 Behavior of driver 

Multi - Route Optimization 



Indian Scenario: Road continues to dominate 

 Rail transportation: Primarily used for transport of bulk commodities (coal contributes ~40% of total freight earnings).  
 Private players are permitted only in container transportation. Investment in Dedicated Freight Corridors (DFC) might help 

change the trend. Reach to the last mile is a primary challenge for rail adoption. 
 

 Further, the road transport sector comprises low barrier, low margin and highly competitive Full Truck Load segment.  

Source: Edelweiss Research 



Indian Scenario:  
Within road, FTL constitutes over 85% but express has highest potential 

FTL 
88% 

LTL 
10% 

Road 
Express 

2% 

Share of Road Transportation 

Margin % Growth% 

FTL 2-4% 10-12% 

LTL 8-11% 15-17% 

Road Express 9-12% 25-35% 

Source: Edelweiss research 



Long Haul / 
FTL 



Material type Load Factor End point Vehicle type 

Decision factors to decide on FTL 



Benefits of FTL 

Lower Transit Times Fewer Damages Price Effective Fewer Carbon Emissions 



Impact 4: 
 
Shift from 
FTL to PTL 



Key Drivers for PTL / Express 

 Emergence of demand centres (Tier 2 / 3 /4 cities) 

 Growth of ecommerce and increased internet penetration 

 Structural shift from air to road 

 New disruptive crowdsourcing/on-demand delivery models  

 Use of technology for improving cost efficiency 



Line Haul/ 
Last-Mile 



Indian Scenario :  
Last Mile Transportation is the most difficult and expensive 

Source: Edelweiss research 





Use of smaller vehicles is driving the speed and efficiency of deliveries  

Growth of On-Demand and Hyper - Local 

 Increased customer expectations for same day deliveries in both B-B and B-C 

 Enhanced user experience for transporters: seamless end to end app-based experience with 
real-time updates, e-pod options, smart analytics 



 

Growth of crowd sourcing and asset-lite model with aggregators and online marketplaces 

 Easy to use app based interface 
 Transparent and effective pricing decisions (through bidding tools) 
 Access to large vendor network 
 Better transparency on quality of vendors 
 Use of ML for pricing recommendations by lane, vehicle type 

 



 IOT enabled trucks share 
location and on-board 
diagnostics in real time 

 Sim-tracking of the driver/ 
cleaner also enhances visibility 

Real time tracking for enhanced safety and ETA prediction  



Autonomous Route Planning: AI-driven logistics route planner that can reduce errors 
 caused by  human negligence and minimize human intervention 
   
Accurate Geocoding: Advanced geocoding abilities that can convert fuzzy addresses 
 into precise geographic coordinates on the map 
   
Intelligent Vehicle Allocation: Smart vehicle allocation based on traffic, shipment, 
 vehicle type, etc. 
   
Cost-based Route Optimization: Considering multiple cost variants to offer the most 
 economical route for your logistics. 
   
Optimal Fleet Mix: Offering a best-fitting fleet mix based on consumer preferences.  
   
First Attempt Delivery: Ensuring deliveries in one go, saving you storage and re-
 delivery costs. 
   

 Top features to look at while choosing a logistics route planning 
software 



 
   

Single Route Plan: Intelligent forward and reverse logistics in a single route plan by clubbing 
 returns along with regular deliveries 
   
Automated Escalation: Notifying authorities in case of route divergence or contingencies. 
   
Historical Data Inspection: Analyzing historical data such as riders’ tribal knowledge, 
 delivery preferences, customers’ preferred time slots, etc. to plan your logistics 
 routes effectively 
   
Data Inspection: Inspecting historical data to offer logistics insights for better decision 
 making. 
   
Rider Preferences: Taking into account rider skills, expertise, and preferences for a smooth 
 transition  from traditional routing to AI-based route planning platform. 

 Top features to look at while choosing a logistics route planning 
software 



The SCS – Local Solution 

Some of the other companies driving the trend following diverse business models 



The Post GST Impact 



Impact 1: Warehouse Planning - Consolidation 

Benefits 
• Better control 
• Cost effective  
• Reduced inventory 

Risks 
• Increase in reach time 
• May lead to SOF (single point failure) 
• Increase in inventory 
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3 

WH 
4 
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WH 



Impact 2 : Warehouse planning – Fragmentation 

Benefits 
• Stock in handy for consumer 
• Reduced transportation cost 
• Ease, convenience and effective 
• Reduced cost (when used shared resources)  

Risks 
• Increase in inventory 
• Admin hassles 
• Monitoring for controls 

Stock 
point 1 • Location A

Stock 
point 2 • Location B

Stock 
point 3 • Location C

Stock 
point 4 • Location D



Post-GST: 
 
 Goods can be transported 

from anywhere to anywhere. 
 

 Better planning will reap 
better service levels and cost 
savings 

 
 

Pre-GST 
 
 Locations within a particular 

state are served from the 
regional warehouse in that 
state 

 
 

Impact 3: Which location is served from which 
warehouse? 



Navata - Overview 



About Us 
OVER 40 YEARS OF MOMENTOUS PRESENCE IN THE INDUSTRY 

Our vision is to provide a complete high quality supply chain solutions in tune with changing 

needs of the clientele through innovation, state of art infrastructure and reliable service.  

THE CONGLOMERATION: 



We understand logistics. Navata group has been pivotal in shaping the Indian 

Logistics Industry since 1956! 

1000+ Drivers / 

Cleaners  

Staff 

Direct - 3000+ 

Indirect - 7000+ 

Servicing over 

40,000 locations 

End to end  

vehicle 

maintenance 

Corporate partnership  with 

IOCL 

400+ GPS 

equipped 

modern fleet 

200,000+ loyal customers  

with consignments  

worth ₹67 Bn 

Over 6L sq. foot  

warehouse space 



79 

Robust processes and structured SOPs resulting in professionally 

managed operations 

Supported by in-house and partner technology platforms that enables 

us to offer best in class service levels and supply chain visibility 

Well structured route operating systems with precise connecting 

routes 

Managed through own warehouses working in a ‘hub & spoke’ model. 

Hubs - located in all major cities & towns of Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, 

Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, also present in Pune, Ahmedabad and Surat. 

24/7 service level monitoring control tower, ensuring speedy, safe & 

secured delivering system 

Offering customized end – end logistic solutions to suit specific 

customer needs 

State of art automated warehouses, pan India 

KEY 

DIFFRENTIATORS 



Services 



FTL 

Legal 

Supply Chain Experts 

Warehouse Vendors 

Parcel 

City Delivery 

GST Compliance 

SCS Technology 

Vendors 

Innovative Data 

Scientists 

SCS Ecosystem Asset lite model with 100’s of vendors to handle any activity in SCM 

PTL 



Free motor vehicle driving 
training including boarding 
and lodging. Driving track 
spread over 108 acres 

Free Dispensary: Free 
medical service to the 
needy workers in Asia's 
biggest Autonagar, 
Vijayawada 

ITI: Subsidized coaching with 
free boarding and lodging 

CSR Programme 



CLIENTLE 



84 

Free training in motor vehicle driving including 

free boarding and lodging 

Received IRTE & Prince Michael International 

Road Safety Award (UK) from institute of Road 

Traffic Education 

Driving track spread over 108 acres with black 

top roads of 6.1 kms and with all varieties of 

road conditions 

PSC Bose 

Memorial Driving 

School 

TEST 

TRACK 

Driving track spread 

over 108 acres with 

black top roads of 

6.1 kms and with all 

varieties of road 

conditions 



Thank You 


